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ESTIMATING NORMAL MIXTURE PARAMETERS FROM THE
DISTRIBUTION OF A REDUCED FEATURE VECTOR
L. F. Guseman, Jr., B. C. Peters, Jr., and Manot Swasdee
1.	 INTRODUCTION
m





where a i > 0	 ai = 1 and f i (x) = N(x i , l i , E i )	 the n-variate
i=1
normal density with mean 
ui and covariance matrix E i 	Let B be a
real kxn matrix of rank k and let Y = BX. We are interested in
estimatinq some or all of the parameters a i , v i , E i from information
m
about the distribution of Y. The density for Y is p ( y ) 
_	 aipi(y)i=1
where p i (y) = N(y, By BE i B T )	 We will actually estimate the non-
central second moments S i = Efxx T ji) rather than the covariance matrices.
Let [xi )N=1 be a sample of independent observations of X and
let us assume for the moment that the a i as well as the transformed
parameters B ui and BE i BT are known. Define estimates ^ , S i of
ui and S i as
1 N Pi(y•)(la)	 t^	 N.^ 1 -
	 x.

























Note that Buj = Blij , B§iBT = BS i BT . The biases of 	 and 9i
as measured in arbitrary norms, satisfy
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If we define the overall bias by
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The expression H (or H B ) has been discussed by Devijver [1] as a measure
of the separation of the m pattern classes. H is related to the
Bayes probability of correct classification, PCC, by the inequalities
(7) H < PCC <m + mml	 mmH,1	 < ,^
Thus the quality of the estimate is related to the discriminatory power
lost in the transformation Y = BX , as measured by the difference
H - HB . The following theorem is proved in Appendix.A.
Theorem: If PCC = PCC B then H = H B and the estimators lr i , Si
are unbiased.
2. APPLICATIONS
Even if the estimators 'ui S i are biased it is possible that
they may be near enough to the true parameters that the locally contractive
successive substitutions procedure UHMLE described in [4] will find the
^9..:	 LI
maximum likelihood estimates in very few iterations. There is some
evidence that most of the information required to discriminate among
agricultural classes (at least between wheat and non-wheat) lies in a
fixed two dimensional subspace of 4-channel LANDSAT data space, [2],
[5]. Thus there may be a good a priori choice of B , namely one whose
rows span this two dimensional subspace.
Once B is chosen, the transformed densities p i (y) and the ai
may be estimated by maximum likelihood. Whether this task is more or
less difficult than estimating the untransformed class densities fi(x)
directly depends primarily on how well B preserves the separation of
the classes. Then, given the estimates of a i and p i (y)	 ui and
E 
	
can be calculated and used as starting values for UHMLE in
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A FORTRAN program (ESTMIX) for implementing the procedure outlined
in Section 2 has been written and tested at Texas A&M University. Data
used was obtained from the simulated LACIE segments 1851-1854 derived
from Hill County statistics for ten agricultural subclasses [3], and
appears in Appendix B. The measurements' x
i 
consisted of 1000 vectors
randomly chosen from segment 1851 representing subclasses 1, 3, 5, 7,
and 10 (herein referred to as subclasses 1-5) in equal proportions.
In the first experiment, the vectors x
i
 are 4-vectors from pass
3. In each run, starting values for the means and covariances are those
for the same subclasses in each of the four segments 1851-1854, pass 3.
The matrix B is either a 1 x4 matrix BC computed from the input
means and covariances using LFSPMC (Version 2) or the 24 matrix




-.28972 -.56199	 .59953	 .49070
which was derived from physical considerations by R. Kauth [2,5]. The
computed 14 B's are given in Appendix B.
In the second experiment, the vectors x
i
 are 16 channel measure-
ments, the starting means are from one of the four segments, and the
starting covariances are block diagonal matrices with the 44 covariance
matrix from each pass placed in the appropriate position on the diagonal.
That is, the 16 channel starting covariances were constructed as if
r^
u5
there were no correlation between separate passes. The matrix B is




where B 	 is the 2>
computed 146 B's e
each of the above rur
8i
Feature bias 2Selection Data Set
Used Used 0 0(MLE)
1851 1691.46 4.70
LFSPMC 1852 2648.44 736.78
1x4 B's 1853 6779.11 12422.55(Pass 3) 1854 6757.28 12369.87
1851 62.19 5.73
Kauth 1852 66.62 6.64
2x4 1853 66.20 6.69(Pass	 3) 1854 67.10 6.88
1851 4898.90 138.33
LFSPMC 1852 4734.30 138.33
146 1853 11195.32 13491.70(4 Passes) 1854 4870.29 138.33
1851 117.92 138.33
Blocked 1852 117.92 138.33
Kauth 1853 21594.70 21387.61
8 16 1854 117.92 138.33(4 Passes)
Figure 2. Biases For Runs
i






That H = HB when PCC r PCCB follows from
Theorem: If PCC = PCC	 then p
i
(Bx) _ fi(x) for i = 1,...,m.
	
B	 pBx = fx
A
Proof:	 Let C be an (n-, k) x n matrix such that (P) is nonsingular.
	 fi
i
Let y = Bx
	
z = Cx and write fi as a joint density i i (y,z)
	 so

















where Ri = {(Y,z)Iai fi (y,z) > a i fj (y,z) fob^ each j # Q and
Ri (B) _: {(Y, z )lai p i (Y) > aj pj (Y) for each j # i} .
Since PCC = PCC B ,
ai p i (y) > aj pj (y) for each j # i iff a i f i (y,z) > aj f 3 (y,z) for each j # i
for i = 1,...,m.
Now, fi (y,z) can be written as
fi (Y, z ) = pi (Y)9 i (zl y ) ,
11
where the conditional density g i (zly) is normal with mean
C ^ + CE i BT (BE i BT ) - '(y-B ^) and covariance CE %, - CEiBT(BEiBT)-1BEiCT
Assuming first that a i p i (y) > a j p i W for each j # i , we have
M M
1	 >for each z, j # i
01iPiTY-1
This inequality implies that
cov \ zly,i) > cov(zly,j) for each j
Since cov(zly,j) is independent of y , all the covariances
CE j CT - CE j BT (BE j BT ) 'BEjCT
are equal. This in turn implies that t`._, means
Cuj + CF i B T ;) i B T ) -1 (y-Br
are equal. Hence, g i (zly) = q(zly) is independent of i . It follows
that
pi(y) - fi(y,z)
o^yj - - f y, 7-T for all y,z .
Remark: From the proof of the theorem, it follows that









are all independent of i
	
It can be shown that PCC = PCC B
 if.




^	 I	 f	 I
14
1851
-0.005043 0.35,.84 5 0.169794 -0.092728
-0.130729 0.34995' 0.191296 0.007083
-0.206965 0.219549 0.3112.99 0.382855
-0.399715 0.2818661 0.178790 0.204539
1852
-0.085406 0.293773 0.142224 -0.074233
-0.108779 0.347254 0.191208 0.008994
-0.215696 0.226417 0.319528 0. 394695
-0.425490 0.305334- 0 .187362 0.215776
1853
-0.075274 0.282277 0.135977 -0.074587
-0.138605 0.371507 0.203038 0.007567
-0.2. 14246 0.227P60 0.323095 0. 397893
-0.407879 0.295570 0.183850 0.209836
18 54
- 0- 073043 0.275001 0.132555 -0. 07 2766
-0.125104 0.356312 0.203318 0.004111
-0.2)157 e' 0.221260 0.31 1475 0.394503
-0.431287 0.312720 0.192507 0.221597













0.385670	 -0.161554	 0.7 34818	 0.534042
1854, `'ASS 3
	
0.423826	 —0.177800	 0.711105	 0.532061
B-Vectors (14) Obtained From Feature Selection
15





















1. 11 ,1 100 2. 578299
0. 31 1 '1n 0 00211-700
-0010510 -0.602700
PASS 3
(1• 31 1 000 -f).005100
()•?1 H700 -0.6 (12 ?00
10622299 1.610399
1.61C399 ?.H95099












4.34 7 4 199	 6.989`x99
	
0. 9674 110	 1. 521390
	
-1.430699	 -2.182500
MFAN VECTOP Fli p
 CI ASS 1
0. 067400 -1. 4 70699
1.521 399 -291 H2500
1.?200r0 004f,41 Co
0.464100 2.491199
20.91026x 7 22.4.444o7 23.706H94 22.901794
19.403992 19. 29P7819 2b• 12?F%Rb 20'.9731 90
16. 0588595 159CrF♦10 n 260CQ4193 30.92g5A9
16. 7 5)992 15.2305199 25.591492 29.1 69586
Segment 1851--Class Statistics















C• 2 601 00
C.4 Al 700
0.72oyT0
0.4 75900	 0•1999n0	 0.1f 920'`
	
0.05370(1
1.199Qn0	 !'. 6600 13	 0•nr46 r, ^	 -0.1 41400
0.10920	 0. OC 460C	 1 .6? 9700	 2. 1 (.2700
0.0S3?no	 -0.141400	 2.162700	 3.690mno
PASS 3
0.834500	 r. 755307	 n.1C3C0"	 09 1 314501)
no 756370	 1.639199	 n o n2c4Cq	 n.Z24770
0.1030^	 0.C294C0	 0. 865 300	 0.719100
0 .13 1500	 r• 224707	 0.518100	 C`. 7749'3n
PASS 4
006242nn -1.132606 -n•169901 2.4767.10
- 1 • 1 326^ 12. 044800 1 .91 5097 - 21 .455904




MEAN VEC T OR FOP CLASS ?.
14.121'9 ,j 2^.44H7g2 IQo7C'920'1 1He2(136Q0
21.4? 7-) 04 t". 562988 2 3. 2"? 300 ?. 1. 63£+895
22. 3rH99n 25.271:1 99 25•'44n50" 74.6941;17
21.')22P9 p 22.2075.93 22.212595 22.5E54ob
Segment 1851--Class Statistics (Cont.)
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CQV An 1 ANCU M AT p IX FOP CLASS it
PASS 1
I.22L649 Is 4241 nr` I . 193H00l 1. 1 59104
1.4241^n 2• H215C4 2	 07C204 2.^603399
1014H1	 0 2•r7n?00 2.4	 3'99 2.1593799
1.1591 10 280663ti9 1	 1 s H'99 2.r 403100
PASS
1.418500 1.598300 1aI2420n 0.0
1.59830^ 2.904300 1 . '4 9 7 10^ 0.0
1.12420 x' 1.397300 i •520 0 0^ 0.:)
O. n 0.0 ()•0 0•n
PASS I
4 0 774470 8.580299 ^0799301 -201e1199
8456()249 160 9'45987 1. 362549 -4.74'1?99
0.799'10 r, 1 • 362599 1 • 20 ?999 Co 5 S480n
-20 1 81194 -4o74)290 0.594P07 30 759299
PASS 4
3•?6r3794 4. 2108 09 1. 377030 0. 3451 00
4.?1 C8S9 6• 220400 1 •f, 74 c-00 001 35500
1.372000 1.674500 208513Q9 2.y x'1599
0.346100 0.1 3E-5 0 0 2. 89(599 4.44Q200
MEAN V F CTf)P FOP CLASS 3
21. 925905 24. S79995 2 1 •61 2595 2 1, F3Qg994
22.21 7'4 52 24. 6634 ?2 24. F'59W3" 2'. 1 H7507
21.1446ti9 21.F7n1L3 24.094nn", 30.99374038
16.500290 130 5050199 33. 154 3nh 35. 1 37497
Segment 1851--Class Statistics
	 (Cont.)
COVAP I A NCE ' M ATP 1`( FOR CLASS 4
P ASS 1
0. 51 1)0'1 7• F4?60,1 0 • 421 701 C. 3 -,3400
0.54260n 1. 1 en400 00 56s6co 0. 4 351 ^0
00421 70(` r. 56560 t3 C• 7 t 5400 0.472900










1 • 72 5970
n• 64C4CC
0. 6089^0
1 7 10 300
0. 64n477
1 . 391 318
1 • 2NNCCO
Do 629tOf1
n. a OA aOn
1. 2 1 8600
2. 1 21 599
0. 5161 no C• 4 IS4 300 0. 3 7 5'00 09402200
0.464300 1.020700 n• 95C Mr 0 (+.439200
09375300 r`.?5n(r70 0.957810 n.925C^0
0.4^2230 0.438200 3*826no0 1.292100
PASS A
0. ')49 30(1 1.243299 -^•rP2000 -00$12100
1.243290 ?. 72550x -Q,407P77
-1.9015 ^n
-0.082000 -004f)7A00 r.87111)n 1.(143699
-0.91 2100 -1 .901500 1 .C4 3699 2. dl 7559
MFAN VECTOQ FOR CLASS 4
2^.25t74S< 2?. C8 3496 21 . (3
	
910 2090 73t P4
2C.9759 q ? 22.595A9-4 23.1771387 ?:.1
	
34HA
19.757599 ;1. 7 15790 ?1.689697 21.2(16118
20. 797592 2?e 7 .38.191 220746699 20. 846497
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COVA Q 1 ANCE MAT ►: IX FOP CLASS d%
PASS 1
0.745900 ^•t^03100 0.4143^1 0.524400
C06 n 3iro, 1.247t,n0 0.4143(^ 0. 5 706C 0
r'•414?00 no 4143^0 n• at 0-1 0 1? 0.729 )0'j	 r
0.52440 0 0057f60n n072RS00 1.324100
PASS	 2
00446000 of 2924C n no 3932((' CO219300
0.29240^ r0771500 0035p3f'1 00351900
0. 393?C n C• 398300 1 • r57099 00"10?n0
00218300 n•3519)r) 0051020^ 00907800
PASS 3
095149')0 0.29450n 0.^74470^. 0.PC5300
0.29450" 0.87-191" ^0 1750 00 09 20F1 0^
0.034700 0.1761rn 0.513100 n. 395600
0.0^'3(`0 00205100 n0IS56011 0.907800
PASS 4
1.388200 1.515600 Co 16P 7 01 -0.354900
1.51 5Q0^ 2. 3n)f 499 0.02410^ -0.6?77111
0.1627 rn 1.024100 0.934100 O.0Sn? ^n
-0.394HO r -0.6277^( 0.850200 1• y 1 R400
MEAN	 V r- CT(lu FOP CLASS 5
19.1 t7 1^;t f IH.6?7192 2n • r c. n` nn 1901199x2
1(;03 7 610( 18.48+2792 21.7771 C^ 21.4'7906
1900884t4 f6 170 97 7 68 1) 22.53118) 23.`, 1 498x+
190 11 031 S5 1 7 0 4 71 98 05 22. 71 o69h- 2 3. ( ronnc
Segment 1851--Class Statistics (Cont.)
T_---
^	 !	 t	 1	 f
21
CCVAR 1 ANCF MATH Ix FOR CLASS 1
MASS 1
1 • 05 $i An n 1* 1 & titi00 00 ?f 3 8 0'1 r. H A 1 6+,v
1.1 268r'0 06454699 16675294
 1. 1,14 3800
00 7 0,3900 1•e25199 7.2G4n^0 2•rC01199
	
r
0.891 0 00 1.E4304n0 2.1411Y9 3.1,59()99
PASS	 ?
0.9t'970n 1.2rc4499 no 1:3 F4 80 -0.005600
1.2()9499 3.24119"4 C.218t`77 -00A,5490n
0.339N0^ 1. 23H^n0 1 .765400 1.7"15(04
-0.On5600 -0.654910 1.79-1599 301491 no
PASS 1
2.1 48 110 ?• P41 3SQ 0.5642 '!n -0.961400
2. 941 30 a 4. 7C, 71 99 0. 1 p H4 50) - 106 C 4,100
0a	 9420 1, r•6885CO 1 •319E99 0.865700
-1) & 961400
-1 • 6n95C0 r• 885700 2%8145()99
MASS 4
3.296 n 00 4. E3 7799 1 .02 )r O n - 1•,1('79 ^ 4
4.637799 7. 3651 O f' I•b^2900 -2424;P699
1.02000^ 166C2900 1 • 7, 4r499 no 4 @R700
-1.50 7 1)9 -2.29&699 0.488710 2•#,22199
MEAN VFCTUP Fn p
 CLASS I
26. 92565 7 29.1,93693 30.676397' ?9.61yC89
20.36 1 01's2 21,. 101 6'46 27.2946?3 210 1 41 38A
1 7. 389 397 15. 6n 539Q 27. 0 r- 32.9v 32.1 21 699
17.2585P5 15.683390 26.21427#3) 29.939757
Segment 1852--Class Statistics
122
C1!VALaI IkNCF - MAV) IX FOP CLASS 2
r A ,S I
J•674',00	 0. 3C 7HOn	 0•?t22("0	 0. 26isn0
Co 3n 791	 1. 444 Inn	 7 • -i l 7 It)')	 n.441S07
a
	 C • 262201`	 r . -"1 7 1 CC	 1 • n 949 )9	 no R 1 7#500
C.263°0r	 0 9 443Aro)	 0.81 70, 0"0 	 1•?? 1900
PASS
0051910 t`	 n• 21 F'^0






0 11 on 0^ 	 0.058500
? . 0r6nt) 0	 -0.153800
1.70449 q	 29 'r-2300
2. 352301	 40 C 11 900
	
0.997906	 00 R1 2 ?013	 00 11 ^bon	 le 14'77^0
	
0.91 2 7 ^0	 10759399	 101)3150^	 0.20^900
	
C.11051C 0. 0 11 `100	 0. 5551 00
	
0.149711	 0.24040^	 r•sbs10n	 0. 92078'10
PASS 4
0 0 6riA8n 0 - I. 1 x,4500 -^•179201! 2.610499
-14194500 12.745799 1 •91 2'lnn -2 ?• 5971,95
-001 79200 1.91 ? 0 c', 1 .44 x,599 -2.35b?99
2. 51n4 g 9 -22.557595 -2•J,56?90 43. 9541S8
NFAN VFCTOP FOR CLASS
24.5PbtP5 2t,. 41 369ry 25.41,6MIr> 2 3.511 897
22 9 470r 9C-54 <4,1.50'407 ;4.P,Q0'Ic 22•S7r;71J8
2? * ? 1749Q 2t.24Yf AH 26.27288+1 25.5704",.6
21.557455 229 A4)286 ?2•P243A7 230153191
Segment 1852--Glass Statistics (Cont.)
23
COVAR I ANCr MAT& IX Ft7R CLASS 3
PA yS 1
•	 20 1 f 3f o9 :. 4791 0 9 26C57,01) 10998790
2. %791x9 40 Ah 1199 3.54#4301 3.52R70n
2.05 7 8+0" 3.54h3l^O 4.1494n) 3.6F40^0
1.99Hn'19 3.528700 3.60'-40nM 4.473700
PASS 2
1.547199	 1 . 74 1 400	 1.224799	 C• v54500
1, 741 40,)n	 3. 1 n0600	 1 0 5zp"99	 1.115,190
1 .224 709	 1.,20599	 1•hr,4200	 Co 91 n500









00 45W)I1	 1. 461 599
	
-2.341 110	 nR1 Nn0
PASS 4
09 85ROPO -2. 34 1 100
1.461599 -50OPIAOC
1028. 7 00 0.744400
-). 7444nn 49025499
3.47 0399	 4.441(100
4. 441')1'' 0'	 6. 55°2nn
1 .4465 a9




MEAN VFCTOt- Fn c
 CLASS 3
1 •44t699 0. 3647n0
1 •764?99 1. 143700 
loo n 3h99 39 C 4 1799
1.04 -1 799 4.6b3210
2P. 4 r^63F 7 '1. P]10+1 v7 -4''• 5 5 3192 1 R. 31 6086
23. 1021 635 250 7 95395 ^S097599'j 24.1 44397
?2.009 7 56 22. 714491 30. 15 n 29h ?2.n112516





COVAQI ANCE MATCQ 1 W FOR CLASS 4
P AS% i
1 .071in r '1. 0446/`0 0	 7101^0 0.0 52300
00 9446n 2.0 33 799 0. 9t 94 n. 742 3n0
C'• 7 30300► 03. 9EG400 1 • 315301 00Hn?.640
n•6523 1! 01 0.742300) 00PC2SOI 10206?00
PASS 2
CrS736CO ^. 51 71 0)J C• 77 3901 0. ()g55n0
0.517100 1.116400) m•F+9?00n 00601,•?300
C• 7739)- O)• 697000 1 • 51 4299 1.401500
n. 695500 ().6623^0 1 • 4f 15n7 2. 3nfi1 99
F)ASS 3
r . 11 62Rn e' f'„ 49690 x1 1.4C1100 0.4 71600
0.49 grin 1 1	 09550)0 0 • 77 +5 1""1 no 4 6977f1
0.4 t) 3100 1937t500 100" 6799 00^'95n00
0. 4 31 0:0' 0040SC070A naRLLS000 1.31359
PASS 4
1.7n ii, 0r 1.311299 -n•('R61.00 -0.955900
1.11129(4 2.873300
-^•4?(360r, 29 r'
-7.090'. 407 -^,.42.9F+C'0 0001 77V n 1.099('00
-C•9554n'' -?a07?700 1019y00^ 2.965799
MFAN VFCT(IF- Fns CLASS 4
26.2Ce6S 4 214.55c296 27.0 36976 L6 . 4f,2246
2109C1i r)o 23.64?685 240P-P^, 3 Q? 23116394
2'•571 1 c-9 22.5544134 22.451288'0 21.96074,
219425SS5 23.436096 22.859791) 21.399689
Segment 1852--Class Statistics (Cont.)
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CQV AP 1 ANCt N ATN I X
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25
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1.', 1 1 7Cq 1 • 04 C49 W4 t;. ?1 7600 C. y039J0
10149999 ?• 14^ 400 0.71'n?.0n 0.973400
0% 071 7 500 P. 7l r 2CC 1 . 3C. 160n 1.1 37100
0• Y03900 ()o973400 1 . 237100 2.2 36799
PASS 2
0b.• 1
^•49650n 0.3114600 0.42640^ 062377nO
C• It A to r Pe A3 y 6(1 (% n .4' 1 400 ^• 3142,700
C•42E4nO 0.433400 1.1t0399 0.555000
00237700 n•i927n0 10555^0'^ ^•499800
PASS 3
^•5'i3F^A 0•31t.400 0.03730(' ^•C^50500
0.3194^0 0.939000 ^01Mp9nA n•
	
Ono
0.737 1 ^^ 1H69')0 X95'71^1 n•
	 390^
0.10590P 221000 094?39n 1.1 0.472100
PASS 4
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0.1 71'50n eo^254PO
-no 4151n^ -000611P0
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C01*71f10 -1.416100
C • 0 2540 ,
_(19	 It' ll P1
0.9P4nOn no 874200
0 9 e7420o 2.0 Q 1 '99
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2P• 3349 lri 19*35128N ?2. 7t 1093 22.414110
14• e771 Q7 1g• 630096 239364091 24. 35296
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* I 636 q 9
-10718H00
1 • 924901 -2.61 4 'r ?9
1.562199 0•! 55509
04555900 ?•')7779-4
1 1. 7 91s>> ?3.2452#35 3+.227495 "2. 1r7'191
24. 14 7 3d Q cl. F1 349'3 2'3.451s94 29.3167A9
15.5017N5 179 2 5( 4 e5 20.P52'496 '3•f745^9
1 N. 7395-7 10.955f 038 28. 1 30`•d9 ?l, 9f 25h5
Segment 1853--Class Statistics
r27
CIV AP IANCE M/ • F Ix FOA CLASS 2
PASS 1
C*77?3Cr'	 Co -55200	 0.Ir,210.1	 C.3^3410
f • 355?n^	 1. 66VAOC	 Co 51330 0
n. 30''1C0	 ^•364907	 1 •?` B1 ^^	 0.'03x7))










1 • (3; 6L)99	 2. 4( 7499
^. 41_ 7 499	 4. 1 x5399
0• a7Ph1(1	 C•P845M0	 ^.•1? ^40' 	 0.16?.POO
C.HH45nC	 1. 912(C0	 O.f 343^0	 n• 261 f00
O.1104^0	 0.034300	 1 . C061 00	 0060800
x•15?P^^	 ^.2616^0	 0.901500
PASS 4
09 7 537C^ -1. 363500 -C.2C440n 2.9'5300
-1.36357(' 14.517799 2.177699 -25.7(10790
- n • 1 044 nr 4. 1 770 ,)9 1 a 	 34 ,>9O -20 E7.3499
2. 17530^ - 25.70ri790 -2.67949,J 49.921097
kOr- AN VFCTUF FOP CL A SS 2
29.38 4 293 ?r• 37 Fli87 !"• ^27f 86 250567'-8q
^ 6. 56f 34 5 2O^• 1 2 ^-59 r^ 25. 41 ^ 38-3 2 3* f on 796
250SH71 q 9 2H. 346130 2Ei.^38701 2b•9539y5
?39483557 24. 593MR? ?4.4HI IAh 24.7 il293
Segment 1853--Class Statistics (Cont.)
Y
ICOVAP I ONCE MATF. IX Fno CLASS 3
PASS 1
2.45859'0 2. 8606C0 ''0 370 399 2.299899
2.66060^ 5• f1', I f, 00 4 • f1A?'i9V 4.057300
2.37^! 0 0 4•'781594 4.7' "r )I 40206AQ9




1 .585670 1. 781899 102544-14 ()• OA1500
1 • 781499 1. 236 0,99 1 • 540" 49 lot 41 '00
1.264499 1.55$"490 1•!53399 0.931900
P. 981 600 1. 1 41 700 1. 0 31 900 1. 21 3599
PASS I
11•447( , 4') ll • 033Qriq




n. 93390 r	-2.. 1,40,1 00
1 • 5V 849')	 -5.51 Ag07
1.4 n 16^^	 1. g0e400
O.Hnn407	 4F 36A60")
39946999 5.0693CO I.55f^499 0.415701)
50() 01,930n 7.466599 2.0'385x) Q•163500
1.55^499 21010594 3.41780^ 1.450099
1).415 7 ^'^ ^. 163500 1.455995+ 5.318299
WEAN VFCTOP Fo p
 CLASS 3
33.311 49 '80'.1+H19b 74 . 151492 3()•712Mv1
27. 421Qc7 279204?86 27.1217190S 25.2241)97
24.320 395 24.657496 12.rr^^393 33.737491
1 194 514 0 99 15. 147599 '3.17$51 93 38.487356
Segment 1853--Class Statistics
	 (Cont.)
COV A QIANCF MATRIX FOP CLASS 4
PASS 1
1 . ?455nc 1 • O N y 9S9 0084130', 0.76;nSnO
1 .19S99S 29 1441 S4 1 • 11 5707 of H53r-n0
0. 441 ?0^ 1. 1 1 570n 1 .49990^ 7.)?l 40C
O. 79"0 1.1 no 857, 500 O. 921 401 1. 4 75370
PASS 2
n•997HC0 n. f 3220^ C• 79270^ 0.70X00
')* 6322 r'n 1. 14:259 0. 71 3CnO 00E 78070
0. 7 92 P O n G. 71 350c 1 . 1; 5009 g 1.4 34400
0.71?0n^ 0. 678000 1 .4?4400 2.359900
PAS';
re 7 22j r) ,, ^. S- 4 291"M 0.4387^0 7.465400
C.542900 1.190499 ^.4081^0 0.51^100
0.4387 1),' C• 4^ 810^ 1 .11 5997 n.s611r0
G •4694^0 C. 51 01 On C. C?(• l 1 n^ 1. 5C1 4')9
PASS 4
1.1 46199 1.496799 - n. ncH60 n -n.975cio1
1 0 490579() 3.272694 -^ .4991 01 -2. ? 77699
-n. n 98f n n -00 4491 or .C442I1n 19249?99
-00 )7550 e) -2.277699 1.249?90 3.367999
M r AN VFCTOP FOP CLASS 4
'1.'119599 ^2.6N )191 31•?e7oo4 28.72749 1
26.003693 25.1n57dl 450'53f^Ad 24.27R'490
22 * 4244'v3 24.910793 24.f9AO^C9 23.193586
23•?35 0 -32 25.229797 24.5184'74 ?2.9F.2793
29
Segment 1853--Class Statistics (Cont.)
COVA C IANCC MATRIX F OR CLASS 5
PASS 1
30
1.515211 1. 21 1 4Q I*bkt-7 on t.r 40500
1. ?_1 1 4 0 9 2.477500 0• f'I 7300 10 1 14?ol1
^.`12 05 7 7 #! 0.91730r 1.5csrinC1) 1.420300
1.34c500 1011S20r 1.42c300 2.565700
PASS 2
r e
0049af 0C C• 32F4n0 r947p8no 0.24 -44on
0. 32E4n e, 00 195980C 0. 44 ?907 C93 31 900
%4 3HH'► C ^. 44 38^!' 1 . 1 77690 00 568000
0.24340r 0.3v1A00 00 cl6F'0 110 1.009900
PASS 3
0. 050 1470 r, 1444M#- 7."140070 0.06107
0.3444()r) 1.01 43 x)0 n. 27`,3 rr^ 00741000
0 * 04060n n.2r530n 9•55740'$ 0040503007











	 -C• 75,1 0r0




1 . it 96 4 y	0. ao 3700
M09017,%()
	 2.29'3fl99
29.4 0 ?_ q c6 2'?..4 r '34On 24• lhI 2 A 5 ?7. 1 21 597
24.41 7999 21•'h?092 .' 1. 11745N4 23.523193
220)-4591 2^_.4CS69A 25.0^6397 25•Ea79803
21. 3906 As' 10932P293 25.036392 25.: 17295
Segment 1$53--Class Statistics (Cont.)






















1. 32 g 9A0 .3. 5SP8 )n

















1 .53650 1) 1.116700
1 •^167PI 3.30 76yq
3.459100 4686379
4 . 3` 3 ? 99 79 71 P20n
1 • 0 611 300 1 • 6791 99
-10980099 -2.4()71()0
MEAN	 VFCTOP FOP	 CLASS
	 1
1 • rl t93 1)0	 -1958()299




?0•^' Ar'`4h '2. 4221 4 5 14.177292 32• "^7P4P5
21.a 7 31a fi 21.23360'7 -q0F?(-9qa 299 4t 8C y4
19.2	 `5488 17. 110992 29.242599 349 396897
17, 7 42599 16.Og2392 20r,• 9: 1 497 30.6'R6292
Segment 1854--Class Statistics
COV 44 1 44CE M 479 1 x F OP CL ASS 2
P ASS 1
32
Co i4S30C 0. 38( 40^ 0.3201500 00 329""'
0.3A64 r'O 1.8C8100 0.396000 0.' 53400
0. 32''5 0 ^ 0.391bJ00 1.36490^ 1.017F99
n• 12960^ C'o S5 ?400 1 . 01 7619 1. r- 21 099
PASS 2
0.571 50^ Co 23 04 30^ 0. i? rg or) O.n642^0
0.2316 1 110 C. 7HP 7 0(` r.^r55f0 -0016P610
C.1 30N70 0.00 55f n 1 . 4 5.499 2. V) 77710
0.064 2n0 -091604ft0 2•577201 4. 192410
PASS 3
1.n356O n 0.935200 701274nrl C917?200
0.93`_? n 0 Z.OI 9f99 r'•n?G2r0 0,1764nn
^. 1 2 '?4nr` 00C 3f 2r;0 I . 065^99 n. F 37200
n.1 7 2?n n 0'92764n(' ^.0537201" n.9tl3n0
PASS 4
0 .6915 1)0 -102527C0 -x.18780^ 2.73560^
- 1.25270 rl 1 3. 356799 ?.00 3794 - 2 39 6631 93
-0919780M 20003799 1.5nN599 -2.416499
2.73550^ - 22. 603193 -2.4of,499 45.5;7787
MSAN V[C T OO F r)C CLAS5 2
2 7 051 yH o 7 2	 .433197 2A.34rA92 2601711H9
239 69 n 3 S , 4 2% 9 11 f 197 29	 46619'7 .73.6411780
2'-.5?6199 28.50 f 591 2"0405991 27.4793E!5
22. ?387045 23.41 0900 23.379700 23.654885
Segment 1854--Class Statistics
	 (Cont.)
COVAUTANCC M ATRIX FOP CLASS 3
PASS 1
2. 7 2 300^ 3. 11 16^O 20 577?97 ?• 44')?'► 0
3.1 1 1 :0f , 60082999 4.431 701 4.4 ')0499
2.5773 0 9 4. 4?1 7CC 5e 172!,nr) 4.560499
2.40920" 4.40r499 6ot:6^499 5.5590500
PASS 7
1. 7 C 3599 1 • 91 470(' 1 • 34579^i 1•C 52400
1. c+1 4 7r n 3. 470400 1 *0'644Cl 7 1.22*A99
1. 34579ti 1 • 66R400 1031360n 0.997500
1 • 05240^ 1022?809 00997,501 1. 294400
PASS
33




C•9 g A0r n
	1.678900









 A54570	 4. / 15110
3.621 2'10 4. 657394 1 • `1 660 09392200
4.657374 60 At 9494 1. 114b2n3 0.1 5(''-00
1 • 51 05'+n0 1 . A,4 .1?Or' 3. 1 453^0 '. 1 86099
0. 3-322C') no 15 r 5C, o 3e 1 1'609') 4.900399
MFAN VF C T OR FOR CLASS 3
31.59?2 r-A 35.4r,Ffi96 34.7PC*15f3S 31.52059y3
24. 1 5' 48 0± 27. 1 C11-78-1, `7924CI A5 2F• 3 3 -31 96
24•^290;5 24. 727P90 ?2.5"P?398 34945PI87




Cf VAR 1 &NCE MATRIX  FnP CLASS 4
P ASS 1
I s 3574()0 101455,49 ^ • •31 404 90 !1•H 159 0f) 
19 1 e'5 g 44 2. 5 464999 l • 21 r799 0.925709
o.914KOr 1021r7o9 *f-271 Mr) 0.')9990()
098159 n o 0.925700 0. 596900 19596499
PASS
1.7720^9 ^.• 576`_00 C• 9')n 3n0 Co 752700
n05785MO 1 . 22 9400 0 • 7f 4 7011 Co 7 251 70
0.950370 0. 764700 1 •6Er'19 1 0 1•` 355r0
0.752 7 90 9. 72F10C 1 • 5355O n 2.')24899
PASS 3
r. 76461C ^• 5741 00 0.4f 4 10(l 0.44f.400
0.574100 1.25701,0C 0.43130() 00518'409
0 9 464 1 IC r.431 30C 1 . 18009 ) 1. 01 5900
0.49E 410 D• (39900 1 .01540() 1.596300
PASS 4
1 .051 ^^0 1. ?751 99 -0.09(`600 -0.897000
1.375199 3,r1100n -'19450fl00 -2.057099
-0• nanF9^ -•n• 450000 0. 9f 9')0'1 1. 1 5()"99
-O 0 697000' -20 C y7 :99 1 • 150799 ?.1 n3?99
MEAN V C C TOR FOP CLASS 4
2G• 22'493 21• P.33389 31 • 11 9H901, 29.4~0366
23.08E29 p? 2a• E5r^')A 25.4( 99'17 24.2] ^1 90
2296 1 1990 249 55b4 MP 240 361495 2 3• f 1 42 1"6
22.9015P7 24.02(-865 23.415497 21.901348
34
Segment 1854--Class Statistics (Cont.)
COVA U T ANCE M AT;; IX FOP CLASS S
PASS l
1 • (!S1 2 c.0 1. 31 7HnO '). H9H "1 14 1 30600
1 . 31 7 80^ 2. eb9699 I	 y87040 1.21 3 ,;() 0 
r.Ba8 n on reep?CCn 17?4F99 1.539800
1.1 ^060r 1. 21 .39nr 1 • 521 9900 20 779900
PASS
0.535700 re3503Cn (`04 70700 x.261000
0. 35C 70 f, n• 0 21 H^ C^ ^ • 475	 ^0 7. 4 1 c e, f!
n 0 47070n 0047551'0 1.2(1299 O.cfl9OnO
00261000 G0419b(%0 n.6ARrnn 1. )F1n400
P ASS 3
^.639700 r. 3641 Cm r. C4 3ron C. 005500
C• 3x41 ^r 1 or 70,,7QQ
 ^ • 21 6901 0.153507
0.74 3^ 1'+7 r• 21 f.+o0r 00 6322^ r 0.4 86600
0.70651'0' 0 • 253__°0 n 0948bf+00 1. 1 1 6499
35
PASS 4
	1.5377 00	 1. E76610
	
1.676600	 20549399
	0. 1 7 990 ^	 r. r2 6t 00
	- 7. 43",Inn	 -r.F922nC
WEAN VECTOF Fnk CLASS 5
0.17oSnn	
-0.43610',




2 7 .533 192 25. 71 1 ^94 2g.9r 4 7n'3 2 7 0 799696
21 • 44 ?f-PP 2r. ?537 4 4 23. 47(i019A 2 3. 4 75.44;4
21 •S I P li99 2110 351 'F CC ?5* 2e'1'5 0i ?6. 1 78085
2^.2 34^055 lA• 3682 AF 23.9121905 24.1 51 3COP
Segment 1854--Class Statistics (Cont.)
36
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